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Abstract
In order to present the reasonable crown of hot rolling mills, the bend force and shift position should
be pre-computed in a reasonable manner, while maintaining a good profile. How to search the optimal
crown trajectory in ratio crown range is the key problem. Crown and flatness allocation strategy is
researched based on dynamic programming method which has been improved and optimized by the
algorithm. The key parameters have been calculated by finite element method and regression
calculation method, which can regress the equation of the mechanical crown. Comparing with a real
production hot rolling mills, the result of state transition equation shows a perfect availability.
Additionally, the parallel computing model and look-up table method have been utilized in dynamic
programming calculation program. The results show that the bend force normalization population
standard deviation fell from 0.2 to 0.06 and the continuously variable crown (CVC) roll shift position
normalization population standard deviation fell from 0.3 to 0.15. The consequences show that the
crown and flatness allocation strategy has a better application effect and the computing time is only
16 ms, which proves that the model can be applied online.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Profile setup model is the core of the strip shape control system, its computational accuracy
and control strategy directly affects the final quality of the rolled strips. In order to improve
the control quality of the profile control models, scholars have done much study on the
models, including coupling deformation of roller and strip, roller thermal expansion and wear
model, etc., all of which have achieved comparatively good verification effect [1-5].
However, the crown initialization problem has drawn little attention. How to improve the
allocation strategy in the preset model is becoming an urgent research subject.
In traditional profile preset models, crown initial allocations are based on Shohet
theoretical. Many researchers put forward the allocation strategy proportional crown variation
with the attenuation coefficient [6-8]. Peng et al. [9] and Kitagoh et al. [10] describe the
calculation of compatible crown cone (Shohet crown cone + mechanical crown cone) of each
stand, and correct the crowns at inlets and outlets of each stand, respectively. Then the crown
allocation is considered based on the relationship between adjacent stands. Liu [11] compares
and analyses the hot rolling mathematical models of various western companies, and found
that there is still lacking optimization allocation model in the strategic models of real
production plants. Liu et al. [12] and Hao et al. [13] conduct the parameter optimization on
the multi-variable system of profile control model according to finite element analysis.
However, it still adopts traditional models on allocation strategies. Jelali et al. [14] study the
profile control strategy of cold rolling mill according to the influence function method, but it
did not resolve the crown allocation problem of continuous rolling mills. It is clear that in
terms of the present research conditions, the calculation termination conditions before
outputting each stand crown are determined by model settings, such as the number of
DOI:10.2507/IJSIMM15(2)CO6
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iterations, whether shift position and bend force exceed the limitations, whether there is any
profile defect and among others, but there is no optimization process during calculation.
Those distributions will cause the bend force and shift position approach limiting values,
which largely reduce the online control capability, and requires higher performance of
machinery. One of the causes for this problem is lack of optimizing computation strategy.
As there are many profile influencing factors during the continuous rolling process, the
control model is very complicated and how to improve the model under multi-parameters
conditions has become a crucial point. Meanwhile, although finite element-based high
precision model can accurately simulate the rolling process, the computation time is very
long, which makes it difficult for an online application. Under these circumstances, how to
improve the computation speed also becomes a crucial point of the research [15, 16]. In order
to solve the problem in the current profile control model, the initial setting is very simple.
Lacking an optimization module, and meanwhile considering the above mentioned two
crucial points, this article puts forward a computation model which is suitable for hot rolling
crown allocation, and it makes optimization computation based on the improved dynamic
programming method. Thus, it determines the optimal crown allocation strategy in crown
cone, and creates conditions for the realization of online control.

2. BASIC IDEA OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING METHOD
The basic dynamic programming is based on the optimization principle, and achieves the
search of overall optimal solution. The precondition is the stages having no after-effect;
namely, for the state of a certain given stage, the states of previous stages cannot directly
affect its subsequent determination, which only depends on its current state [17, 18].
In terms of hot rolling plant, the root cause for crown variance is the plastic deformation
of the strip, while for single stand, the decisive factor of material deformation when applying
load only relates to the stand itself rather than other stands. This means the "stages" of
continuous mill plant has no after-effect. Based on this precondition, the dynamic
programming-based profile allocation strategy can be established.

3. PROFILE DISTRIBUTION MODEL
3.1 Dynamic programming-based crown allocation model
The dynamic programming-based crown allocation model is as follows:
(1) Stage: a 7 stand hot rolling mill is taken as the research target, the state number, i=1~7.
(2) State: the inlet crown of each stage, which can be expressed as:
CiH  CiH1 , CiH2 ,
, CiHN 
(1)
where, CiH – the inlet crown of stand i, μm.
(3) Decision: decision variables are all affecting factors of crown after rolling, expressed
as:
 Pi  CiH  , Fbi  CiH  , Fsi  CiH  , 


ui  CiH   

 Dwi  CiH  , Dbi  CiH  , Cmuli  CiH 



(2)

where, Pi (CiH) – decision variable of rolling force,
Fbi (CiH), Fsi (CiH) – decision variable of work roll bend force and shift position,
Dwi (CiH), Dbi (CiH) – decision variable of work roll and support roll diameter,
Cmuli (CiH) – decision variable of comprehensive profile.
(4) State transition equation: the transition from inlet to outlet crown of each stand,
C(i 1)H  Ti CiH , ui 
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(5) Strategy: the outlet crown meets the optimal solution of each stand; the strategy table
from first stand outlet crown to finish mill outlet crown is as follows:
u1  C1H  , u2  C2H  , u3  C3H  , 


p07  C0   u4  C4H  , u5  C5H  , u6  C6H  , 


u7  C7H 


(4)

where, C0 – incoming crown of finish mill, μm.
(6) Indicator function: stage indicator function is expressed as:
2

2

 F  Fb0 
 Fs  Fs0 
 CiH Cih 
Ji    b

 
  

hi 
 Fb max 
 Fs max 
 Hi

2

(5)

where, Fb, Fb0 – real and setting value of work roll bend force, kN,
Fs, Fs0 – real and setting value of work roll shift position, mm,
Fbmax, Fsmax – maximum value of work roll bending and shift position, mm,
α, β, γ – weight coefficients.
According to the above mathematical model, the iterative calculative relationship is
established according to the principle of optimality, so as to find the optimal strategy.
3.2 Determination of state transition equation
Mathematical model of state transition equation
State transition is an essential aspect of the dynamic programming model, showing the
relationship between two states of adjacent stages. In the rolling process means the
relationship between the inlet and outlet crown of each stand. The state transition equation is
as follows:
Ch  1    C  

h
CH
H

(6)

where, CH, Ch, C – strip inlet crown, outlet crown and mechanical crown, μm,
η – crown genetic factor, which adopts the calculation method [19].
The calculation relationship about mechanical crown is defined as follows:
C  f  P, Fs , Fb , B, Dw , Db , Cmul  

P
 Kb  Fb  Fb0   Ks  Fs  Fs0   K mulCmul  W
K

(7)

In Eq. (7), K  f1  B, Dw , Db  , Kb  f 2  B, Dw , Db  , Ks  f3  B  , Kmul  f 4  P, B  ,
where, P, – rolling force, kN,
Fb – work roll bend force, kN,
Fs – work roll shift position, mm,
B – strip width, mm,
Dw, Db – diameter of work roll and support roll, mm,
Cmul 1 – equivalent crown of comprehensive profile of work roll, μm,
W – constant term,
K – roll stiffness, kN·μm-1,
Kb, Ks – influence coefficient of work roll bend force and roll shift position,
Kmul – influence coefficient of comprehensive profile equivalent crown,
f1 – roll stiffness function,
f2, f3, f4 – influence coefficient function of work roll bend force, shift position and
comprehensive profile crown.
The relationship of comprehensive profile equivalent crowns of work roll, including wear
roll equivalent crown Cwear and hot roll profile equivalent crown Cthermal, are as follows:
Cmul =Cwear +Cthermal
(8)
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Wear equivalent crown Cwear and thermal equivalent crown Cthermal can be obtained
through the calculation of Cmul 1 and Cmul 2 respectively; taking the point 40 mm from strip
edge as the reference point for equivalent crown calculation, and the calculation method is as
follows:
-40
40
Cmul
1 +Cmul 1
2
-40
40
Cmul 2 +Cmul
0
2
Cthermal =Cmul
22
0
Cwear =Cmul
1-

(9)
(10)

0
0
where, Cmul
1 and Cmul 2 – roll profile of strip centreline,
-40
-40
Cmul
1 and Cmul 2 – roll profile close to the drive side,
40
40
Cmul
1 and Cmul 2 – roll profile close to operation side.
The calculation of Cmul 1 is as follows [20]:

n



P
Li

Cmul 1  [ ( i ) (rl
 ( x  s)]
i i)
Bi li
 [ Di  2Y ( x  s)] i
i 1

1;


 i ( x  s)  
0;



Bi
B
 xs i
2
2
Bi
B
  xs i
2
2

(11)



D
rH
2

l

Y ( x  s)  a0 ( x  s)3  a1 ( x  s)2  a2 ( x  s)

(12)

(13)
(14)

where, r – pass reduction,
D – roll diameter, mm,
H – strip thickness, mm,
δ – step function,
s – work roll shift position, mm,
α, β, γ – function coefficients, where α = 10-10, β = 0.188 and γ = 0.11,
Y – CVC curve equation,
a0, a1, a2 – polynomial coefficients.
The method described in references [21-23] is used for the calculation of Cmul 2:
Cmul 2 =4(1  v)



R

R 0

[T ( x, r , t )  T0 ]  r  dr

(15)

where, R – work roll radius, mm,
T0 – initial temperature of work roll, ºC,
ξ, v – linear expansion coefficient and Poisson's ratio,
T(x,r,t) – the temperature calculation function.
Establishment of finite element model
In order to obtain the function expressions of f1, f2, f3 and f4, the physical parameters of a
hot roll mill production line is taken of a certain factory as the reference to establish a high
precision finite element model. Then the specific form is obtained of the corresponding
functions through the analysis of resulting data as well as regression calculation method, thus
the state transition equation is determined. The model parameters are shown in Table I.
The work roll profile curve is CVC as shown in Fig. 1.
Based on ABAQUS software, the solid units of work roll and support roll are established
according to practical dimensions. The overall roll system needs to be considered and the
mesh detailing method is adopted for the contact portion between the strip and roll, so that the
computational accuracy of the model can be ensured [24].
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Table I: Finite element model parameter list.
Model parameters
Work roll diameter (mm)
Support roll diameter (mm)
Work roll neck diameter (mm)
Support roll neck diameter (mm)
Work roll barrel length (mm)
Support roll barrel length (mm)
Maximum rolling force (kN)
Maximum work roll bend force (kN)
Roll shifting range (mm)
Load centre distance (mm)
Mill product width specification (mm)

F1-F2
820-950
1350~1500
500

44000

Stand No.
F3-F4
F5-F7
660-750
540-620
1370~1500
500
400
900
2000
1800
42000
32000
11000
-100～100
2900
900~1550

Radius profile/μm

1000

500

0

-500

-1000
-1000

-500

0

500

1000

Work roll axially length/mm

Figure 1: CVC work roll profile curve.

Both rolls and strips adopt 3D deformable solid units, and rolling force and work roll bend
force are applied to the model according to practical loading positions. The following
assumptions are made:
(1) Roll surface is free from the effect of pitting, peeling and lubrication conditions;
(2) Both the rolls and rolling strips are isotropic materials, and the same parts have uniform
mass density distribution and material properties;
(3) The rolling strips are free from external strain and internal initial stress.
The established finite element model is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: 3D finite element model of CVC 4-roll mill.
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Regression based on the calculation result of finite element model
(1) Regression calculation of roll stiffness K
Figs. 3 a, b, c and d show that when rolls of different dimensions are combined, the
transverse stiffness and strip width of the rolls show a non-linear function relation. When the
diameters of work rolls and support rolls are determined, transverse stiffness and strip width
show a sixth function relation; therefore, K is described, as follows:
K  a1 x6  a2 x5  a3 x4  a4 x3  a5 x2  a6 x  a0
(16)
where, x – strip width direction coordinate, mm,
a0 , a1 , a2 , a3 , a4 , a5 , a6 – polynomial coefficients.
Figs. 3 e and f show the change in stiffness when only the work roll or support roll
diameter is changed on the premise that strip width is determined. There is a linear
relationship between transverse stiffness and roll diameter.
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Figure 3: Relationship diagram of influence factors on work roll stiffness.
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As Fig. 3 e shows, with the work roll diameter fixed, the support roll diameter Db changes
has little impact on the stiffness of the roller system, demonstrating that the change of support
roll diameter has little impact. Fig. 3 f shows that, with the support roll diameter fixed, the
work roll diameter has a large impact on the stiffness of the roll system. In addition, Figs. 3 a
and 3 b show the conditions when only the work roll diameter changes, and the layout of
curves are comparatively dispersed. Figs. 3 c and 3 d show when the support roll diameter is
changed, and the layout of curves is comparatively intensive, which proves that the change of
the work roll diameter has a larger impact on the stiffness of the roll system than the change
of the support roll diameter. Meanwhile, as the maximum variance of the support roll
diameter is about 13 %, the work roll diameter reaches up to 42 %, meaning that the work roll
diameter plays a much more important role in affecting the stiffness of the roll system.
The above analysis shows the following:
(1) The replacement of work roll has a large impact on the stiffness of the overall roll
system, and during the establishment of the finite element model, the requirement of the
amount of work rolls is obviously higher than that of the amount of support rolls.
Furthermore, in order to establish models with higher regression calculation accuracy in the
simulation analysis of overall roll system, 25 mm and 50 mm are used as the changing step of
the work roll diameter and the support roll diameter, respectively.
(2) Regression calculation of the influence coefficient Kb of work roll bend force is as
follows.
The work roll bend force influence coefficient reflects the relationship between the change
of the work roll bend force and the crown of the roll system, reflecting the stiffness of the roll
system. Its function variance is the same as the work roll transverse stiffness, and its
regression result is still described with the sixth function. The Kb is detailed as follows:
Kb  b1 x6  b2 x5  b3 x4  b4 x3  b5 x2  b6 x  b0
(17)
where, b0, b1, b2, b3, b4, b5, b6 – polynomial coefficients.
(3) Regression calculation of the influence coefficient Ks of roll shifting
Ks is described with the first-order function as follows:
Ks  c1 x  c0
(18)
where, c0, c1 – function coefficients.
(4) Determination of the influence coefficient Kmul of comprehensive profile equivalent
crown is as follows. The physical meaning Kmul is the change rate of the equivalent crown in
various working conditions of different roll diameters, rolling force, strip width and others,
according to the result of the element model. The regression equation is as follows:
Kmul  (k1  Db  k2  Dw  C1 )(k3  P  B4  C3 )
(19)
where, k1, k2, k3 – model coefficients,
C1, C2 – constant terms.
Verification of the accuracy of state transition equation
The accuracy of the state transition equation directly affects the accuracy and usability of
the dynamic programming model. In order to verify whether the mathematical description is
correct, the article randomly selects the rolling parameters of 100 strips of a real hot rolling
plant as the verification samples of the optimization model, and uses the state transition
equation determined above to calculate the outlet crown of each stand, then compares the
calculation results with practical outlet crowns. The deviations are shown in Table Ⅱ.
Table II: Deviations of outlet crowns.
Deviation range
Probability

＜5 %
29.7 %

5 %~10 %
59.9 %
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According to statistical result, nearly 90 % of the deviations are within 10 %, and the
other deviations are within 10 % to 15 %. Take the requirement of optimal outlet crown as an
example, when the optimal value is 45 μm, the allowable range of outlet crown deviation is
±20 μm, with a deviation range up to 44.4 %, which is far larger than the maximum deviation
15 % of the established model; this proves that the established state transition equation not
only can accurately describe the state transition, but also has practical application value.

4. IMPROVED RAPID DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING METHOD
4.1 Rapid calculation of state transition relationship
The above state transition equation shows that the crown state has six decisive variables of
each stand, which are rolling force, work roll bend force, roll shift position, comprehensive
roll profile, support roll and work roll diameter. As dynamic programming is an overall
optimization calculation, each variable must be dispersed into N discrete values within their
ranges in the process of programming implementation. When roll diameters are fixed, the
other four decisive variables together determine the mechanical crown of the mill. The
discrete points of four variables are set as Np, Nb, Ns, Nmul, then four-layer cyclic calculation
will be needed to cover all combinations of different decisive variables during the process of
algorithm implementation. The calculation frequency is S = Np·Nb·Ns·Nmul. Then each stand
must be calculated in sequence, thus 28 cycles and 28·S calculations. Furthermore, the state
transition function is a high-order polynomial function, and will greatly increase the
calculation costs of computer resources. In order to solve this problem, the rapid dynamic
programming method based on the model characteristics is proposed.
According to the state transition relationship described above, some pre-computation are
made on the mills with different combinations of roll diameters. In view of the initial rolling
conditions with inlet thickness H, inlet crown CH and outlet thickness h, the strip outlet crown
is calculated when rolling force is P, work roll bend force is Fb, roll shift position is Fs and
comprehensive roll profile equivalent crown is Cmul, respectively, and the result is recorded in
state matrix corresponding to Ch. The mathematical meaning of state matrix U = [P, Fb, Fs, Cmul]
is R = [H, h, CH] in the initial conditions. The mapping of matrix U is the outlet crown Ch. The
mapping relationship between U and Ch is a "many-to-one" relationship, and in order to
transform it into a "one-to-one" relationship, all crown values shall be recorded with the
processing method shown in Fig. 4:
U1

U1

Ch11

U2

Ch1

U2

Ch12

U3

Ch 2

U3

Ch 21

U4

Ch3

U4

Ch 22

U5

Ch3

U5

Figure 4: Mapping relationship processing diagram.

In the above mapping diagram, Ch1 = {Ch11 Ch12}, Ch2 = {Ch21 Ch22} and Ch3 = {Ch3}. The
outlet crown is screened according to the Shohet discriminant, but all outlet crown values in
the flat dead area remain. The initial conditions R = [H, h, Ch] are changed in turn and the strip
outlet crown set is calculated under the action of matrix U, then the mapping relationship is
processed. All the states in the form of matrix are recorded and saved into the database.
In the initialization process of dynamic programming, data from the database is accessed
for the first stand according to the calculation result of continuous mill plant load allocation.
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Then all outlet crowns are selected that meet the condition of R = [H, h, Ch], and are recorded
as the outlet state matrix for the first stand. For the second to seventh stands, all outlet crowns
that meet the condition of RR = [H, h] are selected and then correction calculation of adjacent
stand crowns are conducted, so that the outlet crown range of the previous stand can be equal
to the outlet crown range of the next stand. The outlet crown range of the previous stand is
recorded as [CiUH，CiDH ] , and the outlet crown range of next stand as [CiU1,h，CiD1,h ] , and the
calculation sequence is from the first stand to the seventh stand. The crown ranges after
correction are marked as [CiHU，CiHD ] and [CiU1,h，CiD1,h ] , and the principle and method of
correction are as follows:
Ci*HU =CiUH，Ci*D1,h =CiDH
 *D D
*D
D
CiH =CiH，Ci 1,h =CiH
*U
U
*U
U

CiH =Ci 1,h，Ci 1,h =Ci 1,h
 *D D
*D
D

CiH =CiH，Ci 1,h =CiH
*U
U
*U
U

CiH =Ci 1,h，Ci 1,h =Ci 1,h
 *D D
*D
D

CiH =Ci 1,h，Ci 1,h =Ci 1,h
*U
U
*U
U

CiH =CiH，Ci 1,h =CiH
 *D D
*D
D

CiH =Ci 1,h，Ci 1,h =Ci 1,h

where CiUH  CiD1,h

and CiDH  CiD1,h

(20)

where CiUH  CiU1,h

and CiDH  CiD1,h

(21)

where CiUH  CiU1,h

and CiDH  CiD1,h

(22)

where CiUH  CiU1,h

and CiDH  CiD1,h

(23)

According to the screening results, the state matrix of is as follows:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
C0 , C1H

, C2H
, C3H
, C4H
, C5H
, C6H
, C7H


2
2
2
2
2
2
2
 0 , C1H , C2H , C3H , C4H , C5H , C6H , C7H 




n
n
n
n
n
n
n
 0 , C1H

, C2H
, C3H
, C4H
, C5H
, C6H
, C7H

(24)

Cout is outlet target crown of the finishing mill. The outlet state is selected as equal to Cout
from the outlet crown state set of the 7th stand, and is marked as the end point of the
optimization model. The obtained state optimization matrix is as follows:
C0 , C11H , C21H , C31H , C41H , C51H , C61H , Cout 


2
2
2
2
2
2
 0 , C1H , C2 H , C3 H , C4 H , C5 H , C6 H , 0 




 0 , C1nH , C2nH , C3nH , C4nH , C5nH , C6nH , 0 

(25)

The above-mentioned steps are the determination method of state matrix, where the
complex computation of the traditional dynamic programming method can be avoided. There
is no high-order polynomial iteration in the initialization data. The state matrix and its
corresponding decisive variables can be directly obtained by the table look-up method, which
greatly reduces the computation time to meet the realization of online computation.
4.2 Parallel search
The solution idea of the dynamic programming method is to transform the multi-stage optimal
decision problem into a single stage optimal decision problem. Regarding the models with
given inherent starting point (end point), sequential (reverse) recursive algorithm conducts a
single step optimization from the starting point (end point) and makes step by step calculation
until reaching the end point (starting point), thus completing the optimization calculation. But
with the increasing of stage variables and state variables, the optimization speed will sharply
fall, lengthening the computation time. In order to solve the problem and increase the
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computation speed, the search method of the dynamic programming model will be improved,
so that the computation time can be reduced.
Due to the characteristics of the rolling technology, regarding a certain strip, the inlet
crown is a fixed value before finish mills, and the outlet crown is preset, meaning that the
starting and ending points of the optimization are both fixed. As known from the principle of
optimization of dynamic programming method, the optimal strategy must be the optimal and
only solution with fixed starting and ending points, and its sequential optimization result is
the same as the result of reverse optimization. On this basis, the single-direction search mode
of the traditional dynamic programming method is transformed into the double-direction
parallel search method from starting point and ending point at the same time.
The reverse recursion starting from the ending point and boundary condition is as follows:
L j ( x j )  opt  f j [ x( j ), u( j )]  L j 1[ x( j  1)] , j = n, n–1, …, 1
(26)
 L j  n 1[ x( j  1)]  0

 x j +1 =T j [ x( j ),u (j )]

(27)

The sequential recursion starting from the starting point and boundary condition is as
follows:
Lk [ x(k  1)]  opt  fk [ x(k  1), u (k )]  Lk 1[ x(k )] , k = 1, 2, …, n
(28)
 Lk 0 [ x(1)]  0
(29)

 x(k )=Tk [x(k +1),u (k )]
where, x(k), u(k), T(k) – state description function, strategy description function, and state
transition equation, respectively,
L[x(k), u(k)] – energy needed for state x(k)under the action of strategy u(k).
Start

Data
initialization
Initial conditions
Lk [ x(1)]  0
L j 1[ x(n  1)]  0

k  k 1
j  j 1

Sequential recursion
Lk [ x(k  1)]  min  f k [ x(k  1), u (k )]  Lk 1[ x(k )]
Reverse recursion
L j [ x( j )]  min  f j [ x( j ), u ( j )]  L j 1[ x( j  1)]
A A
BB

A

X Seq
X Rev

B 

YES

NO

Output search
result

Figure 5: Flow chart of parallel search.

In the flow chart shown in Fig. 5, the double-direction parallel recursion process as
follows:
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(1) For the dynamic programming model with the starting point of P, ending point of Q
and stage number of N, A and B are marked as the starting point and ending point state sets,
respectively, and the initialization condition is A = {P} and B = {Q}.
(2) Sequential recursion calculation:
x(k )  opt x(k  1)  L[ x(k  1), u(k  1)]
(30)
Reverse recursion calculation:
x(k )  opt x(k  1)  L[ x(k ), u(k )]
(31)
A = A∪XSeq, B = B∪XRev and XSeq, XRev separately correspond to the state description sets
of sequential recursion and reverse recursion in a certain middle stage.
(3) When sequential and reverse recursions coincide with each other in a certain stage,
whether A∩B is null set Φ can be determined. If null, re-calculation is needed; otherwise, the
output path is the shortest, and the optimal control strategy is obtained.

5. APPLICATION EFFECT OF PROFILE DISTRIBUTION MODEL
On the premise of ensuring a good profile, how to reasonably allocate work roll bend force
and roll shift position, giving full play to control capacity of each stand while reducing the
frequency of limit positions is the problem to be solved. Two parameters of continuous rolling
mill plant are used as the standard reference for evaluating whether the model is qualified;
standard deviation of normalized work roll bend force σbend and standard deviation of
normalized roll shift position σshift. The statistical meaning of σbend and σshift is the statistical
indicator of work roll bend force and shift position diversity of each stand in continuous hot
mill plant. The larger the difference between σbend and σshift is, the more unbalance of each
stand will be, meaning the overall control capability is worse.
Regarding the same strip of a certain hot mill plant, production line real setting model and
optimization allocation model are used for the calculation, and the results are compared.
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Figure 6: Comparison of crown distribution effects.

The crown distribution result is shown in Fig. 6, in which the 7th stand outlet strip crown
is the same, and the proportional crown variance of each stand are within the Shohet
proportional crown cone, which proves that the optimization distribution model can
completely meet the requirements of outlet crown and ensure a good profile.
The comparisons of work roll bend force and roll shift position is shown in Figs. 7 and 8,
showing that the calculation result of optimization distribution model avoids the occurrence of
limit positions, and is comparatively balanced. The production line real models without
optimization process encounters the occurrence of limit, which proves the optimization
distribution model can be applied for practical use.
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Figure 7: Comparison of work roll bending
force allocation effect.

Figure 8: Comparison of shift position
allocation effect.

Comparison with the indicator function value is shown in Table III, which clearly shows
that the overall optimal search result is better than that of the production line real model.
Table III: Comparison of indicator function values.
Model
Production line model Optimization distribution model
Indicator function value
1.27
0.89

As shown in Table IV, overall standard deviation of normalized work roll bend force
declines from 0.2 to 0.06, and shift position distribution declines from 0.3 to 0.15, with a
declining of up to 70 % and 50 %, respectively, showing that the profile control capability is
improved.
Table IV: σbend and σshift overall standard deviations comparison.
Model Production line model Optimization distribution model
σbend
0.2
0.06
σshift
0.3
0.15

Results of comparison show that the optimization distribution model, under the premise of
ensuring a good profile, work roll bend force and shift position avoid the occurrence of limit
positions, and the roll shifting and bending settings of each stand are more balanced, which
largely improves the online control performance of hot rolling mills. Furthermore, the doubledirection search and look-up table method replacing the quadruple iterative computation,
ensures that the computation time is less than 16 ms, which meets online applications

6. CONCLUSION
(1) Regarding the crown distribution problem in the initial setting of continuous hot rolling
mill, based on a large amount of regression calculation of off-line finite element models, this
article conducts the optimization calculation strategy, which accurately describes the state
transition, and establishes the dynamic programming-based profile distribution model.
(2) The optimization model ensures the work roll bend force and shift position within a
reasonable range, and each stand is distributed uniformly, which makes the layout of bend
force and shift position of each stand more balanced, so as to give full play to the profile
control capability of the equipment.
(3) The double-direction search computation is proposed. Furthermore, the quadruple
iterative computation is replaced by the look-up table method, which greatly improves the
efficiency of optimization computation, with a computation time of less than 16 ms under
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laboratory conditions, which creates favourable conditions for the realization of online
computation and has great practical significance.
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